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Individualization in Education
For the War Effort
If we are to learn from our times, the vital lesson must be that

individual talents and capacities must be stimulated to the peak of
efficiency. Rollins College has recognized this necessity realistically
and has adjusted its curriculum to this need. The curriculum must be
functionally related to the capacities and talents of the student. It
must therefore be individualized in fact as well as in theory. Our program, briefly, is as follows:
When a freshman enters Rollins he will take three courses and a
half-a course in the Application of the Principles of Mental Hygiene,
one correlated to his most definite academic interest, one elective, and
a half-course in English Composition. The Application of the Principles of Mental Hygiene is the key to the orientation of the freshman
in his opening term. Three methods will be used to discover the talents,
capacities and efficiencies of the student: ( 1) a large group of national,
standardized achievement and aptitude tests will be given and the results summarized in an easily understandable profile; ( 2) all information received by the College through letters of recommendation, high
school or preparatory school record, and entrance questionnaires will
be summarized as a history of the student; ( 3) frequent individual conferences will be held between the instructor in the Mental Hygiene
course and the student, and the results of these conferences recorded.
In terms of these three methods, plus the informal relations of the instructor and student over a period of three months, we believe that we
can get an adequate picture of the capacities and talents of the student.
At the end of this course the instructor will make out a tentative
program for the student's Lower Division work based upon all the information which has been gathered during the term. The student will
then be assigned to an adviser, who will check the program in terms of
its balance between the three great fields of the sciences, the humanities
and human relations.
Many outstanding educators are emphasizing the need for an adequate advisory system, and it has been shown clearly that time to
understand the many-sided qualities of the student is the most important
factor. Since the program above outlined extends over approximately
three months, it is believed that we can truly individualize the curriculum
and at the same time maintain high academic standards in times of
stress.
If we have learned anything from the present conflict, we now know
that democracy can survive only if we utilize to the utmost the talents
of each individual. Thus we believe that sound individualization in
education is the most effective way to lead our students into paths that
will fortify them, as loyal exponents of democratic ideals, to withstand
the shocks of these days and prepare them to create a permanent peace
resting on the foundation of true democracy.
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Enlistments While in College Deferred Subsequent Cnll to Active Duty.

ARMY ENLISTED RESERVE CORPS

I Army Air Corps I Other Branches
1

2

3

Who is
eligible?

Male college
student
within quota

Male college
student
within quota

Age limit
Prescribed
courses
(ii any)

* When
called

Rank upon
call

18-26.

Parental

consent if

minor

None prescribed.
Math thru
trig., physics
and astronomy
recommended
a) graduation
b) withdrawal
c) failure
in examination
at end of
2nd year
Army aviation
cadet. 2nd lieut.
upon completion
of training
---

18 at time of
enlistment.

Not prescribed
in detail

NAVAL RESERVE

Class V 1
College Program

Class V 5
Aviation

5
Male college
Students selected
for transfer from
student
within quota;
V 1 or enlisting
Fresh. and
in vs
Sophs. only
Not less than 17 Between 18 and
27th birthdays.
and under 20.
Consent of
Paren ta! consent
parents
4

V 1 curriculum

approved by
Navy

Math and physics
recommended

demic yr current demic yr current
at time of enter- at time of entering vs or V 7. ing vs or V 7.

Earlier upon
request.

Earlier upon
request.

Enlisted man.
May apply for
Officers' Candidate School

If transl erred to
V 5 or 7 at end
of 2nd yr. cand.
for ensign

After 9 mo.

Male college
student
within quota
Fresh 17-22
18-25
Soph
Jr. 19-23 ½
20-27
Sr.

Regular course
leading to BA

Regular course
leading to BA

At end of aca-

training
ensign

Marine Corps
Candidate
Commis.sion
7

19-28 inclusive.
Paren ta! consent
if minor

or BS

a) graduation
b) withdrawal
c) failure
in examination
at end of
2nd year

At end of aca-

Class V 7
Deck
6
Student selected
from V I. Jrs &
Srs ineligible
for V 1

or

BS

Graduation,

Receipt of
degree

or, if prior,
6 months
notice

After 3 mo.
training
ensign

After 3 months
2nd lieut. if
qualified

